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ION OPTICS ARITHMETIC AND ITS IMPLICATION FOR THE POSITIVE ION CTR PROGRAM
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Thia paper dlscusaaa ion extraction opctcs
farmilations in which prejheach iaal;iCion is shown
to hsv* a negligible effect oa Ion optics at optiaum
perveance; otherwise, th* examples shown establish
an ioniration gradient Instability. Infinite sloe
optics a* a function of pcrveaac* and potential
partitioning it delineated for the TTTR tacrode froa
2-D considerations; f inite slot optics at optlaua
aarvcanc* is delineated froa 3-0 considerations.
Finally, further 2-0 considerations yield an end
slot design.

Because of th* geometrical constraints laposed
upon them, neutral beam generators oust produce
beams with very low divergence. Io a neutral bean
syetem, the component moat crucial Co the optics la
the extraction electrode, where one-hundredth of a
centlacter can sake che difference batweeo an e f f i -
cient neutral bean and failure. The following te l l s
part of th* atory of this one-hundradth of a centi-
meter, moat of which is heretofore uoaantloned.

For ion extraction through a coll isionlass
Shaath, i t la necessary to solve the Polsson-Vlaaov
equation.

/ I dv - e

7f + ?* • V f - 0

(1)

(2)

The boundary constraints are eith«r Neuoacn,

? x » - 0 , ~Lf - 0 ,

or Diriehlct,

(3)

(4)

where f » 0 on all Dlrichlet boundaries except chat
n

of the source plaaoa. XD which came ue couple to a
coUlalonless 1-D sh«uich solution o f

2 dZ

where

(5)

,'M

V i« the Qebye length, L Is the naan tree path

between ionliatioo, and 2 3 Is sooe arbitrary axial
d Is Lane o froa the center of the source plasm in
Deby* lengths (shown la figure 1 ) . This distance is
short enough with respect to the first electrode
Chac the equipoteatiala are planar, i.e., iaoy Qebye
length* froa the alnlruo axial sheat!) position Z*,
or

in the interior of the region, as shows in figure 1. >> 1
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WHICH IONS
ARE EMITTED

NBC- NEUMANN BOUNDARY CONDITION
08C- OIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITION

Pifur* I. lagloa la uftleli voLuclou zo th* falMoo-YlAMV

The distance la not so great, however, :hat signifi-
cant ionization takes place between Z^ &<3d tha
maximum axial sheath position Z , or

Z . *
(7)

Solution of equations (1) and (2) is not without
dlfiiculcy^~^ b«cauaa of noniinearitv; however, ouch
progress has baen i&*6* in this area, • * ~ * ̂  and therfe
la evidence that the solution obtained is an adequate
representation of the facts.:o"-3'

Equations (6) and (7) can be simultaneously
satlafled for sufficiently dense saurca plasmas
(i.e., whera a < 0.01). If ch* source plasma is not
so dense (a > 0.01) or if th* plasma electrode 13
vary thick, then the effects of finite 3 need to be
considered. We will argue that flnite-a effects are
negligible at optimum perveance if th* electrode
dimensions are small compared to the Deby* length.
Th* argument will proceed In three seeps. First,
cue optimum optics - H I b* shewn Co b« lnd«p«nd«nt
of either th* electzoo temperature or tha electron
distribution function io a particularly sensitive
system (Q • 7). Second, given a convergent solution,
the optics will b* shovn to be virtually independent
of tha loo velocities over a vide range about the
asac, such as would occur with strong -^sttally
dependent lonization (a < 0.01). Third, a oodel for
ioaiiatioo will be examined that allows examination
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of finite-a effects. The results of this model show

that, at optimum perveance, the optics Is unchanged

tor all situations considered ('i < 1). However, a

previously undisclosed phanomtnon appears: a large-

ionization-gradient instability, where the sensi-

tivity of the ion optics to plasma density varlacions

is enhanced due to sharp icnization gradients. This

phenomenon is unrelated to another Ion1 sat ion insta-

bility discuaeed olaswhere.'*0"''2

First, the results of other studies 3 0" 3 2

indicated that ion optics was a weak function of

electron temperature; however, in these studies the

potential of the first eltetrode with respect to the

plasma potential c; was also varied to keep Oq/kT

constant (for constant electrode flux). Because of

the presence of this other variable, the foregoing

results are ambiguous in that they cannot show a

sirailerly weak dependence of the ion optics on the

electron distribution function alone. To clear up

this ambiguity, we considered the effect on ion

optics of varying only the electron teciperature or

the wiuth of the electron density distribution, while

keeping everything else constant.
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Figure ?.. Shaath potentials and Ion trajectories
tor (a) kl / . - : eV and (b) 13. eV.

Results are shown in figures 2a and 2b for

kT /e - 2 eV and 128 eV, respectively. The resulting

beam divergence is shown in figure 3, which indicates

that if the electrode dimension is very large compared

to the Debye length, tha optics is unaffected by

the form of the electron distribution function. This

powerful result enables us to choose electron distri-

bution functions that have favorable convergence

properties or other computational advantages, instead

of the Boltzoann function that Is usually used.

Second, one effect of Ignoring ionization

processes is that a distribution of axial velocities

is omitted from consideration. To examine this

neglect, a vastly disparate initial ion velocity

distribution Is considered through a convergent

solution of the Poisson-Vlasov equation at a fixed

velocity. When velocities of 0.1, 0.3, 3.0, and 10

times this mean velocity are considered, emittance

diagrams such as those shown in figures 4a and 4b are

obtained. Ue conclude from these diagram/, that ions

with disparate velocities have little ef'ect. on ion

optics. This conclusion, in conjunction with evi-

dence that ion optics is independent ô ' either

electron temperature30"'- or electron distribution

function, leads to the suggestion th/,t ion optics

does not depend on presheath ioniza'£ion at optimum

perveance.

Third, we now consider the following rjodel for

ionization. Equations i.l) and (2) are replaced by

h
• V2aZ

dv -

4 < 20

> 20

7f + 74 • - 0

(8)

(10)

where t is in units of kT /e and vfJZ assumes

constant mean free path. With this model, the newly

ionized ions have the same initial velocity as ions

that have come to the same position from the center

of ':he plasma. This model also demands that the

electron density increase proportionally with the

electron source tera from the ionization process.

Solutions to these aquations ahov that for

finite a the sensitivity of ion optics to plasma

density variations is increased. Physically, this

can be explained by two facts: C D for an overdeuse

case the shuath moveB into the accel gap; and (2)

for a large ionization gradient the density at the

Figure i. Eaittance diagraaa for disparate veiocltla* (value! are
gives tinaa Che ainsl* veloc''y uaad for the Polseon-Vlaaov equation/:
(a) « 0.6, x 1.7; (b) « 0.3j, « 3; (cj x O.I, A 10; <d) x 0.05, x 10.



sheath gets even larger, which causes tt Co protrude
further, The reverse argument applies for the
unaerdense case. In any event, the optics at
optimum perveance is unchanged, which leads us to
conclude chat ionization gradients do not affect Che
optimum ion optics obtainable, at least on systets
of Interest. Shovn in figure 5 is the bean diver-
gence as a function of plaszoa density for three
different configurations, two different geometries,
and tuo different ionization rates. In figure 5a, a
crioda configuration is shown with straight-bore
electrodes In both slot and cylinder geometries.
This i s stoiler to che configuration considered In a
recent article dedicated to delineating the differ-
ence between s lots and holes . 5 3 Sloe geometry gives
higher oiniffiua bests divergence am! higher sensitivity
Chan cylindrical geoiaecry, even for configurations
explicitly designed for optimization in s lo t geometry
(the select ivity factor Q i s the Inverse fractional
current density charge for beam divergences that are
less than 3/2'e of che oiniouffi). Figure Sb shows a
notched eleccrode^"»*' such as chose used on ?DX
injectors, anH figure 5c shows a cetrode of the type
designed at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBl.).'"^ In
all cases, lixiite a enhances the sensit ivity of ion
optics to plasma density variations.

Flgur* 5. bmuB divergence ae ot piacs* dettslt? for chr««
trode

aotlst£e<l foT sice £«m«ct°y, CJ»e (*fl »t»w* Infinite, cr«nBv»r*« cioc
%«c««tTl*f wlcr lonlzjzloa o/ >i, Q; cas* 4)>j ahov* only cylindrlc*!
gcos«trv fitn ana vicnout lonltatlon; and ess* ic> show lloe gtoMtr?
with and without toaUatlon and cyllndri<:«2 gcocutrtr utthcut lonlz«clon.

All this leaves open the question of slot end
effects. Figure 6 shows why we concern ourselves
with this problem. Figure 7 shows an actual 3-3
computation1*1""**" at optimum perveance for minimum
central transverse beam divergence (this includes che
electrodes for the reference IFTR design). In the
3-D calculation for a 5:1 aspect sloe, the computed
transverse rme angle for all trajactories is 1.1°
with an envelope of 3.3°. The longitudinal rms
divergence is i.6° with a 6.1* envelope,. The longi-
tudinal 1/e angle is 0.05*. For the middle region
of the slot, the transverse rms divergence is 0.73°
with an envelope of 2.2°.

Both the examination of the 2-D algorithm12"19

for the TFTR design using slots and cylinders and the
results obtained by varying che transverse dimension
or radius of all che electrodes indicate that the ion
optics at constant current remains virtually unchanged

over a vide range of radii and that the slot end
design of figure 8 (patent pending) i s preferred 5or
the virtual elinination of extra end effact aber-
rations.
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